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All our experience of the last half a century we also apply to the private market sector of swimming pools. Our 
movable fl oors can be used in a variety of possiblities. Just imagine that your fl oor doubles as a dancefl oor or 
a terrace. The possibilities are endless. When your guests are leaving you simply lower your movable fl oor and 
your pool is ready for use.

Just set the right depth on your LED-waterdisplay and take a swim. A private pool with a movable fl oor is multi 
purpose and a asset in your house. Let us show what we can do for you and make a appointment with one of our 
sales managers to inform you on all the possibilities we can offer. Variopool is a marketleader in movable fl oors 
and our knowledgebase is well known.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

work in progress the fi nal result

FEATURES

Material construction Stainless steel prepared for fi nishing (example marble/natural stone)*

Upward force About 100 kg/m² depending on the chosen fi nishing.

Material cables Stainless Steel cables

Steel components Stainless steel 316L pickeld and passivated.

Installation height About 800 mm. (project related)

Actuating types Hydraulic cylinder(s).

Speed 250 - 330 mm/min.

Control system PLC technology including programmable software.

* top fi nishing by construction company

The above specifi cation describes a standard implementation of a private pool. Do you have questions about these 
specifi cations or about one of our fl oors availability in other sizes, please contact us. You can reach us every day 
on +31 226 333 000 or via info@variopool.nl



REFERENCES

Floor in motion Floor in backward position

Integrated stairs (upward position) Integrated stairs (backward position)

The pool becomes one with the surrounding area LED-Waterdepth display

MORE INFORMATION

Below are some references where Variopool has designed and installed a private movable pool fl oor.
Please contact us should you have questions about these or any other Variopool reference. You can reach us
every day by calling +31 226 333 000 or sending an email to info@variopool.nl.
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